Clearpay × Oxford Economics
‘State of Retail Report’

Clearpay, a leader in ‘buy now, pay later’ (BNPL)
services, commissioned Oxford Economics to
evaluate the economic outlook for the industry and to

Cost of Living
Impact Study
>

shed light on the implications for retailers as they seek
to navigate the current climate.
This summary highlights the major findings from the
report from the past 12 months, including a review of
trends in consumer and retail spending during and
since the pandemic, quantitative forecasts for UK
consumer spending, and analysis of responses from a
survey of over 2,000 UK adults which focused on how
consumers have adapted to the ‘cost of living crisis’.

Key highlights

Consumers adapt to the new cost of living mindful shopping front and center

2021 saw UK
consumer spending
rebound close to its
pre-pandemic peak.

Fashion
was the most frequently identified
retail segment where shoppers
stated they had been more mindful

50%

Where
nearly
Behind credit cards

BNPL was the second
most popular option

stated they had been
buying less over the past
sixth months.

with users citing flexibility
and the ease of cash flow
management as key benefits.

Limiting travel as we head into peak holiday periods
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12%

in

of consumers
admit to
staycations

Brits indicated
that they had

delayed or
cancelled
a holiday

within the UK over
the past 6 months
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Pet boom.

During Afterpay Day,
reptiles were the official
pandemic pet

Woof!

live crickets
were the number
one most popular
item across the
country.

There was a large increase in
pet ownership during the pandemic pet spend is up by around 20% in 2021
compared to 2019.
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Investment in lifestyle.

are buying the same or more
cooking and dining products
than in 2019, investing in their

61%

kitchen space.

of shoppers
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Mindful shopping.

In response to the cost of living
crisis, consumers purchased

SMB

46%
of shoppers are
spending less on
fashion but not
compromising the
quality of products
they purchase
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fewer products
consistent with more
mindful shopping habits –
more often than swapping
out for a cheaper option
within retail spending
(52%)

retailers
experienced
significantly
stronger sales
growth during
the pandemic

Why the next gen will spend differently

Rebound in consumer spending

Use of BNPL to manage cash flow

B

The full removal of social distancing
measures helped to boost
consumer spending over the
past six months, broadly
back to the level seen prior
to the pandemic.

Among those who used BNPL,

58%
report doing so
to manage their
cash flows,

A bit more
than a fifth

whereas 35% of
respondents find the
flexibility of the repayment
schedule useful.

reported that the transparency of
future payments was useful and
motivated their choice of BNPL.
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68%

Small and
mediumsized
business

How BNPL can help retailers

Takeaway #1
2

Merchants aiming
to boost spending
during inflationary
periods should
explore
value-seeking
solutions.

Retailers can
work with their
BNPL partner,

1

Budgeting
via BNPL

like Clearpay, to bundle
promotions at checkout
to boost conversion
even more, and
merchants who partner
with Clearpay gain
access to promotion
and marketing events.

is and will continue
to be the way young
shoppers pay for the
things in their lives.

(Afterpay Internal Performance Data 2021).
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How inflation is affecting shoppers in the UK

Takeaway #2
1

Use BNPL for new
marketing channels
and welcome new
customers during
this challenging
retail environment.

The right BNPL partner will
do more than just provide
instalment payments.
At Clearpay, we’ve attracted
a large base of Next Gen
shoppers who start their
shopping journeys on
Clearpay’s channels.
Our Shopping App features
all merchants who carry
Clearpay and sends 1 million
referrals per day to merchant’s
e-commerce sites.

👏👏
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Soon merchants can
attract these high-intent
shoppers through new ad
placements within our app.
Retailers using our in-app
ad placements have seen a
27% lift in orders

(Afterpay Internal Performance Data 2021).
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